
12/3/2012 2:01 What are RNA Drops all about?
Felt genetic factors had RNA Drops working differently on
different people.
RNA Drops works through the RNA from Chromosome 14
in the DNA and creates perfect cells.
Perfect genetic material makes perfect cells.
Testimonials show us how the RNA Drops is working.
Really enjoying the new experience and not going to
limit it.
I'm happy where I am and I'm ready for more.
Heart patient - died and returned somehow. 

Have been taking Magnesium.

Testimonials about leg circulation improving.

Makes ATP for energy and goes to 80% of body's functions.

8:18 Sensitive to fragrances
Laundry smell lodged in sinuses.

Using regular sea salt.
2 parts sea salt and 1 part baking soda.
Alkaline wash.

Should not use dryer sheets because they are straight
chemicals.
Someone gave husband a uniform and she smelled before
washing it.
This is some contrast. I have ways of working with it now.
My body is going to deal with it. I'm growing new cells.
This too shall pass.
Does it in time heal sensitivities to smells?
Yeast overgrowth from various medicines and diet.
Yeast overgrows in mucous membranes. May irritate
sinuses and they become wide open to chemicals.

With RNA Drops that sensitivities diminishes, people say.
14:57

Premise has looked at genetics through the back door.
People are looking at whole human genome backwards.
They are looking at DNA.

4 years ago I gave up all meds after 8 years.

What is ReMag?

ReMag is gentle blood thinner.
ReMag 100% absorbed at cellular level.

Works synergistically with RNA Drops - right building blocks.

Used neti pot.
Put something you are not sensitive to in neti pot.

Neti pot 2x/day.

Avoid sugar, wheat, etc. Good probiotic.

Does RNA Drops effect the telomeres?
telomeres are not a big deal. They do not help stop
helping aging. iON doesn't see it as too relevant.
telomeres shortened don't transfer information well.
iON played down the statements about telomeres.



That's like looking at my house through the garage.
RNA is the foundational code that makes DNA become
what it is.

didn't put a lot of significance on it.
It's like trying to see what is being effected in your 
bathroom by looking through your garage.
It's like trying to see what is being effected in your 
bathroom by looking through your garage.
It's not the most direct path.
I would definitely encourage you  to consider 
that perhaps some of the things you have learned
are incomplete. This maybe a more complete understanding

to do.
To live more healthy, vibrant lives by organizing coherently
the latent genetic material in every cell that begins with
RNA at its basis.

shorter every time the cells divide. So, they say as we age,
they get shorter. 

people aging and decide you have to age. There are very

Minerals run your body's electronics.
Does your body need large quantities of minerals?
Specific types - low potency; 100% absorbed
Non-physical and cells communicate electronically.

dietary minerals.
26:52 Walking is easier. Have more stamina.

Exhaling feels more important than inhaling.
Feels like I'm releasing when I exhale.
I had a venous operation on my legs. 
Could valves regenerate again?
Also what about a swollen prostate?
Sea salt in water helps with nightly urination.

Improves electrical activity and clears out interstitial
spaces.

37:08 Heart Palpitations
Calm wasn't working.

Palpitations are an electrical conductivity imbalance.
It's okay to take magnesium up to the points where you

To have a premise around telomeres, I can see why iON

of epigenetics, genetics, and how we can do what we want

When scientists talk about telomeres, they put on such
limiting thoughts, like they say the telomeres get

iON says our minds make us age. Our minds see other 

limiting theories around this telomere business.
ReAlign helps your body rebalance as you take RNA Drops.

Do not recommend large quanities of high potency

Sea salt with ReMag gives full spectrum of minerals.

Started taking 1 tsp ReMag twice a day.
Can I increase ReMag?



have the laxative effect.
In history, we started out living near oceans.
There was much magnesium in the environment.
So, ocean livers developed mechanisms to hold on to
calcium, which wasn't available until people moved away 
from the ocean and into agriculture.
They also had mechanisms to release magnesium.
Because of soil depletion minerals are out of balance.
Too much calcium from all the dairy and supplements.
Not enough magnesium.

47:35
Don't blame contrast on anything external.
Some on RNA Drops go to higher plateaus and level out.
To slow things down, drop back on dosage.
People only require calcium from their food.
It's in dairy, seeds, meats, green veggies.
If you need to supplement, make bone broth.
RNA Drops are like stem cells in that they create new cells.

Do not recommend mammogram.

55:46 Magnesium Oil is super saturated magnesium chloride
in distilled water. It's not broken down.

57:17 Do you need more energy to make drops work?
Protein not calories.
Good fats like coconut oil.
Break through your rules. Eat what you enjoy.
I'm happy where I am and I'm ready for more.

Amino Acid - Taurine - in ReAline important.
Detox Reaction from Chemtrails.

Colonoscopies are ok, if they are not virtual.

Would substitute thermography.

Pico-Meter magnesium is broken down.

Completement products - help you move into more of you.
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